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i dont have anything to say on this peace...you can think what you want.....
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1 - Broken

Broken (and I can’t find the peaces!!!)

Broken dreams and memories, with faithful heart I pray
That long forgotten pasts awake and newly form the say
A twisted tale, a fairies song will pierce the broken heart
But all they are, are broken dreams that ever come apart
We linger in the distant past and hold to distant dreams
Forgetting our reality and fading fast it seems
But soon the future catches up and throws us to the floor
Disheveled from the tripping fall it closes our last door
So now we’re trapped with no way out and where we can go
It binds us with a solid rope, woven from the flow
No matter what we seem to do, reality will win
We’re strong outside but in our heart we’re broken from within
Maybe we can help ourselves and stand the test of time
But each and every passing day I stumble in this rhythm
Forever straying from the path and loosing hopeful sight
My feet grows weaker every day, my heart gives up the fight
I wonder if it’s really worth what they will put us through
I’m giving up the hope that we will keep this friendship true
A broken path, a broken heart, a broken test of trust
What lies ahead consumes our fate and leaves us longing lust
A piercing ray of solemn light, taunts us from above
For every time we touch the warmth, it pulls away the love
And curls up until its light will almost disappear
Begging us to journey on to find its resting leer
I know the light will never come I know it stays away
But for now my meager feet is drawn to light of day
Cause loosing trust in what we see will break it even more
Sadness stains the bleeding heart and tears begin to poor
The strength to stand depresses me and burns my aching feet
With shaking legs and solemn heart I walk the path that’s beat
For strength that lies inside the heart will overcome the past
And carry forth throughout the years, a memory to last
Its strength to overcome what’s lost and strength that binds our souls
Hold to love and trust yourself so time can heal the holes
There’s light to each and every day and happiness to find
The problem is you have to fight and struggle through this bind
But soon the stormy clouds will clear and soon the rain will stop
Just hold on tight and close your eyes and face the final drop
Your heart will beat and seem to die but hold it through and through
Your broken heart will pull apart our chapters final whew



Today you find yourself in light forgetting trial and war
The happiness surrounds you now you’ve broken through the floor
I stand away and watch this sight with solace on my face
I turn my back and walk away, leaving with no trace
My prayer today is that a word will cut across the earth
And you will call me back to you for everything its worth
I slowly walk across the door and sadly walk away
It’s hard to do the rightful thing when words are hard to say
We part for now but hope will find a way to mend this loss
And smiles etch across our face it breaks our burning cross
We move away but in our heart we’re growing closer still
A hole that seems to break our heart our loneliness will fill
Then pray, by chance, we see ourselves walking down the hall
Its fate that draws us eye to eyes and fate that chances call
A conversation holds a lot of memories we seek
Forgiveness heals what trials hurt and washes down the creak
Only time can heal this loss, but chance is always kind
That we may help this fact of life, that we may break this bind
Our strength has healed out broken heats and friendship holds again
Forever it may hold our life and never it may end
Broken dreams and memories with faithful heart I pray
Our friendship lasts the test of time, until our final day
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